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Compile a list of things that are needed to complete a task, or a roundup of essentials.
CHECKLISTS

1 

Create a mini guide of knowledge that guides someone through a process or complicated task. 
RESOURCE GUIDES

2

Compare top tools, products, resources, and more. Or use charts to weigh pros & cons. 
COMPARISON CHARTS

3 

Great for complimenting another resource, like a blog post, or helping with a transformation. 
WORKBOOKS

4 

Single sheet documents that easily breakdown a concept or trigger a thinking process. 
WORKSHEETS & HANDOUTS

5 

These are useful and quick reference resources, study guides, or an overview of “hacks”.
CHEATSHEETS

6 

 An interactive way to show that you’ve made progress, or are working towards a goal. 
TRACKERS

7 

These are useful charts that breakdown workflows or sequences in a clear and simple way.
FLOWCHARTS

8 

These are images or graphics that help breakdown a process, or visually present a topic or idea. 
VISUAL GUIDES

9 

Planners are for plotting out goals & recurring tasks, calendars are for visual long term planning.  
PLANNERS & CALENDARS

10  

These are great for organizing and tracking important information, resources or records. 
SPREADSHEETS

11

Replicate what you do in a way that makes it easy to customize - from design to word scripts. 
TEMPLATES

12

Package up your knowledge in a multiple day/module basis via email, video, or audio. 
MINI COURSES

13 

Encourage interaction by creating a style, what-works-best-for-you, or personality quiz.
QUIZZES

14 

Create a multi-day event to accomplish a focused task, via email, Instagram , or even Facebook. 
CHALLENGES

15  
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Use this Top Email Opt-In Freebies Printable to learn about the best content 

upgrades & lead magnets you can create to grow your mailing list.

The DIY Side Hustle Starter Guide || STAGE 4: FORM YOUR FUNNEL

HEY THERE, I’M YURI!

I teach how to create digital products in order to generate passive income 

online - helping you run a side hustle on auto pilot. 
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